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ABSTRACT
The nature of the gamma-ray burst (GRB) central engine still remains an enigma. Entities widely
believed to be capable of powering the extreme jets are magnetars and black holes. The maximum
rotational energy that is available in a millisecond magnetar to form a jet is ∼ 1052 erg. We identify 8
long GRBs whose jet opening angle corrected energetics of the prompt emission episode are > 1052 erg
with high confidence level and therefore, their central engines are expected to be black holes. Majority
of these GRBs present significant emission in sub-GeV energy range. The X-ray afterglow light curves
of these bursts do not show any shallow decay behaviour such as a plateau, however, a few cases
exhibit flares and multiple breaks instead of a single power-law decay. For a minimum mass of the
black hole (∼ 2M), we find the efficiency of producing a jet from its rotational energy to range
between 2% − 270%. Highly energetic jets requiring high efficiencies implies that either the mass of
these black holes are much larger or there are, in addition, other sources of energy which power the
jet. By considering the Blandford-Znajek mechanism of jet formation, we estimate the masses of these
black holes to range between ∼ 2−60 M. Some of the lighter black holes formed in these catastrophic
events are likely candidates to lie in the mass gap region (2− 5M).
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1. INTRODUCTION
GRBs are extremely luminous sources with isotropic equivalent energies ranging between 1047 − 1055 erg (Ajello
et al. 2019). These observations suggest that the central engine of these bursts should be capable of launching highly
energetic jets which significantly exceed the Eddington luminosity. The smallest time variability observed in GRB
lightcurves is of a few milliseconds which suggests emission originating from compact sources of radius of the order
of ∼ 108 − 109 cm (MacLachlan et al. 2013). Broadly, two types of central engines are considered for GRBs: (i)
a hyper-accreting stellar-mass black hole (Woosley 1993; Narayan et al. 2001; McKinney 2005), and (ii) a rapidly
spinning, highly magnetized, neutron star (NS) or ‘fast magnetar’ (Usov 1992; Duncan & Thompson 1992; Metzger
et al. 2011).
Generally, inferences regarding the plausible central engine of GRBs are made by studying the various features
such as plateau, flares and steep decays observed in the X-ray afterglow flux light curves detected by Neil Gehrels
Swift Observatory’s X-Ray Telescope (XRT) (Rowlinson et al. 2014; Nathanail et al. 2016; Lei et al. 2017; Li et al.
2018; Sarin et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2020). However, such piecemeal study of the afterglow light curves leaves several
unanswered questions regarding the mechanism of powering the relativistic jets. Both magnetar, as well as black hole
central engine models, can explain most of the features present in the XRT lightcurves, which results in ambiguity and
uncertainty regarding the central engine of the GRB. On the other hand, a robust method is to compare the energetics
of the GRB with both the central engine models (Cenko et al. 2011).
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Magnetars are neutron stars with high magnetic fields (1015 G) (Usov 1992; Duncan & Thompson 1992; Metzger
et al. 2011). To power a GRB, a magnetar must also be spinning rapidly. The spin frequency distribution of accreting
millisecond X-ray pulsars are found to show a sharp cutoff at 730 Hz which corresponds to a periodicity, Pns ∼ 1 ms
(Hessels et al. 2006; Chakrabarty 2008; Papitto et al. 2014; Patruno et al. 2017). The mean of the mass distribution
of millisecond pulsars is found to be Mns = 1.48 ± 0.2M (O¨zel et al. 2012). The equation of state of neutron star
gives a corresponding maximum possible radius (Rns) of the neutron star to be ∼ 12 km. The rotational energy of the
magnetar that powers the GRB jet is, thereby, estimated as,
Erot ' 1
2
I Ω2 ≈ 3× 1052erg
(
Mns
1.5 M
)(
Rns
12 km
)2(
Pns
1ms
)−2
(1)
where, I is the moment of inertia of neutron star calculated as 25MnsR
2
ns and Ω is the rotational speed. The rotational
energy of the magnetar apart from powering the GRB jet, is also lost through magnetospheric winds and gravitational
waves. Thus, by considering equi-partition, we find it very reasonable to consider Erot = 1 × 1052 erg as the upper
limit or the maximum rotational energy of magnetar that can be channelised into powering a relativistic jet. However,
in a more realistic scenario, only a small fraction of the rotational energy is expected to be converted into the jet
(Meszaros 2006) and therefore, the burst energy limit of 1052 erg presents an elevated upper limit for the jet produced
by a magnetar. Any GRB with a total burst energy exceeding this energy budget can be, thus, considered to not
possess magnetar but instead a black hole as its central engine.
In this paper, we use the burst energetics of the prompt gamma-ray emission of the GRBs to identify the bursts
with black hole as their central engines. The bursts’ energy calculations done throughout the paper uses the standard
ΛCDM cosmology, with cosmological parameters, H0 = 67.4 ± 0.5 km/s/Mpc, Λvac = 0.685 and Λm = 0.315 (Planck
collaboration 2018, Aghanim et al. 2018).
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
GRBs with known redshifts detected by Fermi gamma-ray space telescope1 are extracted from the catalogue pre-
sented by Jochen Greiner (2014), which is available at http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ jcg/grbgen.html. Fermi observations
provide a spectral coverage spanning over several decades of energy between a few keV to a several GeV. This allows
us to model the spectrum of the prompt emission better and estimate the bolometric energy flux of the burst. Our
sample consists of 135 GRBs with redshift information and detected by Fermi during the years 2008 - 2019. The
various steps undertaken to identify the GRBs with black hole central engines are described in the section below and
are also summarised in the flowchart presented in Figure 1.
3. METHODOLOGY OF IDENTIFICATION
3.1. Isotropic prompt gamma-ray emission, Eγ,iso
Assuming an isotropic emission, the total gamma-ray energy released during the prompt phase of the burst is termed
as Eγ,iso. The isotropic equivalent energy is found as (Bloom et al. 2001),
Ebol =
(
4 pi D2L
1 + z
)
Fbol (2)
where, Fbol is the bolometric fluence and DL is the luminosity distance of the burst at a redshift, z.
In total, there are 104 GBM only detected and 31 LAT + GBM detected GRBs with known redshifts. For this
work, we conducted the time-integrated spectral analyses of all the 31 LAT detected GRBs and 6 GBM only detected
GRBs whose spectral parameters are not updated in the Fermi catalogue. The spectral analyses of the GBM only
cases are done using the Band model, whereas, the joint time-integrated spectral analyses using the GBM and LAT
data are performed using various models such as Band, Band + Power-law and Band + Cutoff-powerlaw. The best
fit model is then used for the fluence estimation. In Fermi/GBM catalogue, the fluence is reported for 10− 1000 keV
energy range which gives an underestimation of the total energy released during the burst. Therefore, the bolometric
fluences of all the bursts are estimated within the energy limits2 of 1 keV and 1 GeV. Note that for 98 GBM only
1 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/fermi/fermigbrst.html
2 In LAT detected cases, wherever the highest energetic photon detected exceeded 1 GeV, the fluence was estimated in the energy range
extending up till that highest observed energy value.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of sample selection process
detected GRBs, the bolometric fluences are estimated using the spectral parameters for the Band function fits and the
T90 given in the Fermi catalogue.
The isotropic equivalent burst energies of the 135 GRBs thus obtained are then compared with the maximum possible
rotational energy limit of a magnetar (3× 1052 erg) and a total of 105 hyper-energetic GRBs are found to exceed this
energy budget (Figure 2a). We note that no short GRB made into this list of hyper-energetic GRBs.
3.2. Beam corrected prompt emission, Eγ,beam
GRB outflows are collimated relativistic jets which means the exact burst energy is the amount of energy that is
ejected into the solid angle forming the jet. This is referred to as the beam corrected prompt emission, Eγ,beam. This
is estimated by multiplying the isotropic burst energy, Eγ,iso, with the beaming correction factor (Frail et al. 2001)
given as,
fb = 1− cos θj (3)
where θj is the opening angle of the jet.
The collimated GRB outflow can be in the form of either a uniform (top-hat) or a structured jet. In case of a
uniform jet, the total energy of the outflow is confined to a certain solid angle corresponding to an opening angle of θj .
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In this case, the GRB is visible only when the line of sight of the observer is within the θj . However, in a structured
jet, beyond the jet-core defined by θj , there exists a certain structure such as a decaying Lorentz factor or jet energy
with respect to the angle measured from the jet axis. In such a case, the GRB can be observed even when the line of
sight of the observer is outside the jet-core. In this study, we consider only the case of uniform jet because the Eγ,beam
thereby estimated, can be treated as a conservative lower limit in the structured jet scenarios.
The jet opening angle values for bursts that are already reported in the literature are used as it is (51 cases) and in
the remaining cases, the jet opening angle is estimated by using the time of jet breaks observed in Neil Gehrels Swift
Observatory/XRT afterglow observations (26 cases). In cases where the jet break is not observed (27 cases), the last
data point in the XRT observation is used to estimate the lower limit of the possible jet opening angle of that GRB
(Sari et al. 1999; Frail et al. 2001).
3.2.1. Jet opening angle calculation
The online XRT repository3 is used for extracting the energy flux light curves in 0.3− 10 keV energy range and the
time of the jet break. The XRT products are created using automatic analysis described in Evans et al. (2007, 2009).
Using the above information, the jet opening angle is estimated under the assumption of standard afterglow model,
on-axis viewing geometry and a uniform jet, by the following expression (Sari et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2015),
θj ≈ 0.057
(
tj
1 day
)3/8(
1 + z
2
)−3/8(
Eγ,iso
1053 erg
)−1/8 ( 
0.2
)1/8 ( np
0.1 cm−3
)1/8
(4)
where tj is the time of jet break in days,  is a measure of how efficiently the total energy of the burst is converted into
radiation and np is ambient medium density. The estimate of θj is weakly dependent on  and np which are largely
unknown. Following the methodology in Goldstein et al. (2016), we assume a broad uniform distribution for  from
5% to 95%, considering the earlier reported range of radiation efficiencies (Cenko et al. 2011; Racusin et al. 2011).
Based on the limited number of estimates made for np previously, a log-normal distribution with mean log10(0.1)
and standard deviation 1 is assumed. In this work, we have also considered a uniform distribution for tj within its
uncertainty limits obtained from the observations. The probability distribution of θj is, thus, built by evaluating θj
(Eq 4) for each Monte Carlo sampled set of values of tj ,  and np from their respective probability distributions. By
fitting a Gaussian distribution function to the obtained distribution, we obtain the mean value of θj and the standard
deviation as its uncertainty. The distribution of θj obtained for the GRBs where the jet break is observed or reported
earlier is shown in Figure 2b.
In case of GRBs, where the jet break is not observed in XRT energy flux lightcurve, using the time of the last
data point in the lightcurve, we estimate the distribution of lower limit of θj for the GRB using the above mentioned
assumptions and Monte Carlo method. The value obtained after subtracting the standard deviation from the mean of
the distribution is considered as θj,min for the GRB.
3.3. Result
The isotropic equivalent energies observed in prompt gamma-ray emission (Eγ,iso) for the 105 GRBs, which exceed
the magnetar energy budget (1052 erg) are shown in Figure 2a. After beam correction, we observe a wide distribution
of beam corrected energies, Eγ,beam in the prompt phase (Figure 2a). The distribution of the Eγ,beam of these GRBs
is shown in Figure 2b.
The total burst energy is the sum of Eγ,beam and the remaining kinetic energy of the jet estimated from the afterglow
emissions. By using just the prompt gamma-ray energetics, we find 8 long GRBs whose Eγ,beam exceed or are nearly
equivalent to the limit of the maximum possible rotational energy of the magnetar that can be converted into a jet
(1 × 1052 erg). Following Racusin et al. (2011); Cenko et al. (2011), it is reasonable to consider that these bright
Fermi detected GRBs possess high radiation efficiencies ( > 0.2), which in turn suggests that the total burst energies
in these GRBs can be Eburst ≥ Eγ,beam. This assures that the total burst energies of these GRBs are even greater
than this limit (> 1052 erg) and thereby confirm that the central engine or the remnant of the core-collapse of the
massive progenitor star of these GRBs are black holes. These GRBs along with their observational features are listed
in Table 1.
3 https : //www.swift.ac.uk/xrt curves/
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Figure 2. (a) The isotropic and the beam corrected energies of the prompt emission of the 105 hyper-energetic GRBs are
shown in green squares and red circles respectively. The horizontal grey dashed line marks 1052 erg. (b) The distributions of
the jet opening angle, θj for 56 with GRBs jet breaks and the beam corrected energies of the prompt emission, Eγ,beam of the
105 hyper-energetic GRBs are shown in the left and right panels of the plot respectively. The log-normal fits to the respective
distributions are shown in dashed green lines. The means of θj and Eγ,beam distributions are found to be 2.1
◦ ± 0.9◦ and
(1.9± 4.2)× 1051 erg respectively.
4. DISCUSSION
Below, we discuss the various properties of the prompt, afterglow emissions, and the black hole central engine of the
8 long GRBs.
4.1. Sub-GeV loud
All, but one (GRB 090102), of the 8 long GRBs show significant emission in the LAT energy range of 30 MeV to
several GeV (see the light curves in the Figure 5 and 6 in the Appendix). We note that there is no redshift preference
for these LAT detected GRBs (see Figure 2, also refer Ajello et al. 2019), which implies that long GRBs with such
high energy emissions are produced in different epochs of the universe. This affirms the positive correlation between
the strong LAT emission and the high burst energetics which may further imply that the central engines of such highly
energetic bursts are most likely black holes.
4.2. X-ray afterglow lightcurves
Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory/XRT can be slewed to the target within tens of seconds and hence provides ob-
servations of the early afterglow phase of GRBs in X-rays. The XRT observations have revealed features like flares,
plateau, steep decay etc in the flux light curves, which are related to the continued activity of the central engine well
beyond the timescale of the prompt emission. In several studies, these features are explained within the framework of
both black hole (Kumar et al. 2008; Nathanail et al. 2016; Lei et al. 2017) and magnetar (Barniol Duran & Kumar
2009; Rowlinson et al. 2014; Li et al. 2018; Sarin et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 2020) central engine models. Generally, the
observance of plateau and the steep decay thereafter have been interpreted as potential signatures of magnetar where
the plateau is produced by the energy injection from the magnetospheric wind, whereas the post-plateau steep decay
signifies the collapse of the magnetar to a black hole (Rowlinson et al. 2014; Bernardini 2015; Chen et al. 2017).
Since the X-ray afterglow light curves are considered to shed some light on the central engine, we have extracted
the XRT flux lightcurves4 of these black holes candidates and shown them in Figure 3. The observational features in
XRT light curves for the black hole cases are reported in Table 1. We note the following key points in these X-ray
4 XRT online repository, https : //www.swift.ac.uk/xrt curves/
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Table1. Properties of hyper-energetic GRBs
GRB
name
T90 (Fermi) z Fluence Eγ,iso θj
a a Eγ,beam Confidenceb M∗/M Swift/
(s) 10−4 erg/cm2 1052 erg ◦ 1052 erg level XRT Feature
190114C 116.354 0.425 8.5+0.3−0.3 41.2
+1.4
−1.3 > 32.5 0.18 > 6.5
+0.2
−0.2 > 99.99% 40− 60 3 Breaks
180720B 48.897 0.654 5.4+0.5−0.4 63.3
+5.7
−5.2 > 17.2
+2.6
−2.6 – > 2.8
+1.2
−0.9 99.6% 5− 7 Flare, 3 Breaks
170214Ac122.882 2.53 3.5+0.2−0.1 525.7
+23.0
−21.0 > 3.7
+0.6
−0.6 – > 1.1
+0.4
−0.3 61.5% 2.14− 3 Straight line
160625Bc 453.385 1.406 12.4+0.4−0.4 657.8
+22.2
−20.6 3.6
+0.2
−0.2 0.98 1.3
+0.2
−0.2 98.3% 2.14− 2.22 1 Break
120624B 271.364 2.197 3.1+0.6−0.5 371.1
+74.6
−57.4 > 5.8
+0.9
−0.9 – > 1.9
+1.1
−0.7 94.6% 3− 5 A few points
110731A 7.485 2.83 0.4+0.1−0.1 72.9
+14.5
−13.2 28.9
+0.0
−0.7 0.86 8.9
+1.8
−2.0 99.9% 12− 17 Flare, 3 Breaks
090926Ad 13.76 2.106 2.4+0.03−0.03 267.4
+33.8
−26.2 9
+4
−2 0.98 3.3
+4.4
−1.5 90.8% 4− 6 Straight line
090102 26.624 1.547 0.4+0.1−0.1 22.8
+1.6
−1.7 23.9
+1.1
−12.1 0.25 2.0
+0.3
−1.5 85% 9− 13 1 Break
All the errors reported above are 68% confidence intervals of the estimated parameters.
aThe references are provided for the θj values; and the kinetic energy estimates that are used to evaluate the  values that are
adopted in this work. GRB 190114C - Misra etal. 2019; GRB 180720B - This work; GRB 170214A - This work; GRB 160625B
- Alexander etal. 2017; GRB 120624B - This work; GRB 110731A - Zhang etal. 2015; GRB 090926A - Cenko etal. 2011, GRB
090102 - Zhang etal. 2015.
bThe confidence levels of the reported values/ lower limits of the Eγ,beam to lie above the considered energy budget limit of
1052 erg are listed. The probability distribution of Eγ,beam of each GRB is generated by randomly drawing the parameters
from their respective Gaussian distributions of Eγ,iso and θj with value and its error as mean and standard deviation for a
million runs. The obtained probability distribution is used to estimate the confidence interval such that the probability of
Eγ,beam > 10
52erg.
c In these GRBs, the possible lower limit of black hole mass is considered to be 2.14M as the estimated lower limits are less
than the minimum possible mass of stellar mass black holes.
dGRB 090926A was the only hyper-energetic Fermi GRB that was identified by Cenko etal. (2011) to pose a severe challenge
to the magnetar central engine model.
light curves: (i) neither shallow decay feature like plateau nor steep decays are observed; (ii) flares are observed in two
cases as early as less than a few hundred seconds; (iii) apart from the jet break, multiple other breaks are observed in
the flux light curves.
4.3. Properties of black hole central engine
With the black hole as the central engine, the powering of the jet can happen via two main mechanisms such as
neutrino annihilation in a neutrino-dominated accretion flow (Ruffert et al. 1997; Chen & Beloborodov 2007) or by
extracting the rotational energy of the Kerr black hole (Lee et al. 2000; Alexander et al. 2017). However, the first
process has not been found to produce ultra-relativistic GRB jets (Leng & Giannios 2014) successfully. We, therefore,
consider that the observed prompt emission is dominantly powered by the rotational energy (Erot) of the black hole
central engine, such that
η Erot = Eγ,beam (5)
where η represents the net efficiency of converting the rotational energy of the black hole into the observed gamma-ray
emission of the GRB and
Erot = f(a∗)
M∗
M
c2 = 1.8× 1054 frot(a∗) M∗
M
erg (6)
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Figure 3. The X-ray afterglow lightcurves of the 8 long GRBs with black hole central engines, observed by the XRT instrument
are shown.
where M∗ is the mass of the black hole and
f(a∗) = 1−
√
(1 +
√
1− a2∗)/2 (7)
where a∗ = Jc/GM2∗ is the dimensionless black hole spin parameter, J is the angular momentum of the black hole.
4.3.1. Jet powering efficiency, κ
The efficiency η is dominated by two main factors: (i) the fraction (κ) of the Erot that is channelled into powering
the relativistic jet, which depends on the mechanism of how the rotational energy is extracted, and (ii) the fraction
of the jet power () that is eventually radiated away in gamma-rays only. In the five cases where the kinetic energy
estimates of the bursts that are evaluated using the multi-wavelength data of the afterglow observations are available
in literature, we have used those values to estimate the respective radiation efficiency () of the bursts. In three GRBs
where the kinetic energy estimates of the bursts are not available in literature, we adopted the average ( = 0.65) of
the  values found for the other five GRBs (Table 1). We find this average value of  to be consistent with the previous
studies of the estimates of radiation efficiencies of hyper-energetic GRBs detected by Fermi (Racusin et al. 2011; Cenko
et al. 2011). The hyper-accreting black holes formed during the GRB events are considered to be initially moderately
spinning with a∗ ∼ 0.5 which later spins up close to maximal spin of a∗ ∼ 0.9 (Narayan et al. 1992; MacFadyen &
Woosley 1999; Shapiro & Shibata 2002; Shibata & Shapiro 2002). In core-collapse of massive stars, stellar-mass black
holes are formed when the remnant core exceeds the maximum possible mass of a stable neutron star that can be
formed. The maximum mass of a neutron star observed till date is 2.14M (Cromartie et al. 2020).
Inserting the above reasonable values for  and a∗ for the minimum possible mass of the black hole, 2.14M, in
the equations 5 and 6, we estimate the parameter space of the jet production efficiency, κ. The obtained results are
shown in Figure 4a. The high burst energetics require that a large amount of rotational energy is extracted from the
black hole. This is reflected in the positive correlation obtained between κ and the burst energies of the GRBs. For
some of the brightest GRBs with Eγ,beam ≥ 2 × 1052 erg, we find the upper limits of κ to range between 30% and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) The GRB prompt emission energy, Eγ,beam versus the jet powering efficiency, κ is shown. The possible parameter
space of κ is represented by the limits of the error-bar, the mean of these limits are marked by the solid black circles. The
maximum efficiency of BZ mechanism is marked by the red dashed line. (b) The estimated parameter space of the mass of the
black hole central engines of the 8 long GRBs listed in the Table 1 are represented by the limits of the error-bars, the mean of
these limits are marked by the dark red diamonds. For comparison, masses of the black holes observed by LIGO in binary black
hole mergers (Abbott et al. 2019), and the masses of the galactic black holes estimated in X-ray binaries (Wiktorowicz et al.
2014) are shown in green circles and blue squares respectively. The secondary merger component of unknown nature detected
by LIGO in GW190814 is shown in purple circle (Abbott et al. 2020).
270%. The maximum fraction of the rotational energy of a black hole that can be extracted by a Blandford-Znajek
mechanism is 0.31 (Lee et al. 2000). Therefore, such high values of κ implies either of the two possibilities: (i) The
masses of the black hole central engines are much larger than 2M. In other words, for smaller values of κ in these
cases require that the rest mass energy of the black holes are much larger; or (ii) there are in addition other sources
of energy powering the jet.
4.3.2. Black hole mass estimate
Blandford-Znajek (BZ) process has been widely discussed in the literature as the potential mechanism to extract the
rotational energy of a Kerr black hole (Blandford & Znajek 1977; Lee et al. 2000; McKinney 2005). In such a scenario,
the jet powering efficiency, κ, can be further understood as the product of two main factors: (i) The fraction of the
rotational energy of the black hole that can be extracted by BZ process. Since these bursts are extremely energetic,
it is reasonable to assume that the BZ mechanism works at its maximum efficiency, in other words, it can extract
nearly 31% of the rotational energy of the black hole (Lee et al. 2000). (ii) The fraction of the extracted BZ power
that gets channelled into the formation of the GRB jet. Numerical simulation studies show that for a black hole spin
of a∗ = [0.5, 0.9], the efficiency of converting the extracted BZ power to a jet is found to be [7% − 47%] (McKinney
2005).
Taking into account these different efficiency factors of κ and , we find η to range between 0.4% − 14% and we
estimate the mass of the black hole central engine in these 8 long GRBs using equations 5 and 6. We find the masses
of the black holes to range between 2− 60M. The values are listed in Table 1 and are also plotted in Figure 4b.
The observational measurements of the masses of the compact remnants, post the core-collapse of massive stars and
the merger of compact objects like binary neutron stars or neutron star - black hole, have shown a ’gap’ between the
heaviest neutron stars and the lightest black holes. This is generally referred to as the ‘mass gap’ region which lies
between 2− 5M (O¨zel et al. 2012). The recent gravitational wave event, GW190814, detected by LIGO signifies the
merger of two objects of masses 22.2 − 24.3M and 2.50 − 2.67M (Abbott et al. 2020). It is, however, uncertain
whether the lighter object is a massive neutron star or the lightest black hole. We find that the lighter black holes
estimated in this study have possible masses close to the upper limit of the neutron star mass. Thus, we find that
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some of the black holes formed in these catastrophic events of GRBs can be the likely candidates to lie in the mass
gap region.
5. SUMMARY
Despite several decades of extensive studies and observations of gamma-ray bursts, many aspects of the event still
remain largely a mystery. One of these is regarding the central engine powering the ultra-relativistic GRB jets whose
luminosities exceed the Eddington luminosity by several orders of magnitude. Broadly, the possible central engine
is classified into either a magnetar or a black hole. Much work have been done to investigate these possibilities by
studying various features such as plateau and its post steep decay, flares present in the X-ray afterglow light curves
etc. However, these studies have remained mostly inconclusive and ambiguous, with both magnetar and black hole
models being able to explain the observed features.
One robust way to identify GRBs with black hole central engine is by looking at the energetics of the GRB event.
The maximum possible rotational energy of the magnetar that can be converted into a relativistic jet is ∼ 1052 erg.
In this work, we use this constraint to identify the GRBs whose beam corrected prompt emission energetics exceed
this energy budget. Eight long GRBs are found to possess burst energies greater than 1052 erg and thereby central
engines that are most likely black holes. We note that these GRBs are extremely bright with significant emission in the
sub-GeV energy range. The X-ray afterglow light curves of these GRBs do not show any ‘plateau’ and steep decay like
features. Popularly, such features are associated with the activity of a magnetar central engine. So, the non-observance
of these features further asserts that the central engines of these GRBs are black holes. Considering that the jet is
dominantly powered by the rotational energy of the black hole which is extracted by the Blandford-Znajek mechanism,
we estimate the masses of the black holes to range between 2− 60M. We find that the lighter black holes formed in
these catastrophic events could be candidates to lie in the mass gap between the heaviest known neutron star and the
lightest known black hole.
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